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VESSEL NAME TYPE LWT
YEAR / PLACE 

OF BUILT
RATE

(LESS 3%)
DELIVERED /

AS-IS 
VESSEL
IMAGE

KOTA JELITA CONTAINER 7,426 LT
1997

POLAND

475 USD

INCLUSIVE OF 
300 MT BUNKER

DELIVERY TO 
BANGLADESH

PAUL ABRAO CONTAINER 7,404 LT
1996

GERMANY

460 USD

INCLUSIVE OF 
300 MT BUNKER

AS-IS 
COLOMBO

FOR DELIVERY 
TO 

BANGLADESH

TVL XIAMEN CONTAINER 4,682 LT
1997

MALAYSIA
UNDISCLOSED

AS-IS
SINGAPORE

WEEKLY SALES



MARKET COMMENTARY

INDIA MARKET

Unexpected resignation of the RBI Governor Mr. Urjit Patel has lead to a chaotic situation. Moreover, Arising political 

instability at regional level as the opposing parties have booked a ruling lead in a few states here, might affect the 

ergonomics of the current government further affecting the General Elections scheduled in May 2019. 

Stretching absence of an upwards momentum in the local steel prices plus HMS scrap importer undergoing a dull phase in 

business backed by moderate strengthening of the US dollar is sentimentally weakening the ferrous scrap business. Currently 

there exists a sense of reluctance in the buyer’s mind for new tonnage purchasing, but the market will very soon stabilize.

BANGLADESH MARKET

Current week witnessed a good inflow of vessels, the market conditions in comparison to the other two counter parts within 

the sub continent are firm at the moment as the recyclers are consistently concluding new purchases, yet there are cons 

w.r.t. the year end’s banking formalities certainly linked to credit limits that the buyers can enjoy. 

The current political party Euphoria is contesting the general elections without any opposing political party still a small bunch 

of buyers are waiting for the elections to conclude in order to avoid any political turbulence. 

PAKISTAN MARKET

Overhauling muteness supported with unseen strengthening of the Pakistani rupees against the US Dollar is consistently 

weakening the market sentiment. Even a point to highlight is the fact that alternative sourcing such as (1) Booking of HMS 

Cargo from Europe and America followed by (2) Imports of Finished Steel goods from China at cheap prices is directly 

affecting the ship recycling business.

GENERAL COMMENTS

We foresee that the last two weeks of 2018 will be held for Season’s Celebrations  affecting the

SnP of vessels in the ship recycling sector across the subcontinent.
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Best Oasis Limited

A Leading Cash Buyer of Ships Worldwide

Mr. Gerd Leopold

President - Purchase

Phone: +49 4171 - 88 02 04

Mobile:+49 172 3701021

Fax:   +49 3212 – 1214334

Skype: shiprecycling 

Email: bol@bol.ae 

www.best-oasis.com    

Disclaimer

While every care has been taken to ensure that the information in this publication is accurate, Priyablue Industries 
Pvt. Ltd. and Best Oasis Ltd., can accept no responsibility for any errors or omissions or any consequences arising 

therefrom. Figures are based on the latest available information, which is subject to subsequent revision and 
correction. The views expressed are those of Priyablue Industries Pvt. Ltd. and Best Oasis Ltd., and do not 

necessarily reflect the views of any other associated company. Re-producing any 
material from this report without permission from the aforementioned companies is strictly prohibited. 

Mr. Viral Shah

Vice President – Purchase

T: +91-22-24138001/2/3

M: +91- 99302 16508

Skype: viral.bestoasis


